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Section 1: Summer Camp Structure 

 

One of the missions of the Society of Physics Students (SPS) and the Department of Physics at New 

Mexico State University is outreach at our campus and within our community. This goal is accomplished 

throughout the semester with visits to local high schools, and in the Summer of 2015 it was 

accomplished with the NMSU SPS Summer Camp project. This project began as a goal of NMSU 

Department of Physics Dean, Dr. Stephen Zollner. 

This report outlines the structure, presentations, laboratory exercises and results for the 2015 NMSU 

SPS Summer Camp to be utilized in the planning of future summer camp events.  

In conjunction with this report, a version is available to future SPS officers from which they can form 

future projects and reports. This secondary version omits forms from the 2015 Summer Camp and 

provides sample forms that can be used in the future.  

The 2015 NMSU Summer Camp Project began with bimonthly meetings of SPS officers and Camp 

Councilors in the Spring Semester of 2015. A general outline of discussions is as follows: 

 Required Paperwork from Student Activities needs to be filled out, signed and approved by 

Campus Activities (See sections 1.1, A1).  

 Schedule of the Summer Camp included a complete week of training for Camp Councilors the 

week prior to the Summer Camp. All councilors must be in attendance at this training.  

 2015 NMSU SPS Summer Camp will run for a complete week (Table 1). 

 Summer Camp should include a wide range of topics and applications of physics to show 

students the wide variety of careers available to physicists and engineers.  

 Undergraduate researchers, graduate researchers, and faculty should be approached about 

speaking at the Summer Camp (see section 2).  

 Laboratory Exercises will corroborate with topics discussed to reinforce conceptual learning with 

hands on experience (see A4).  

 Icebreakers, trivia, and other fun activities should be included to allow students to feel 

comfortable learning from each other and the councilors.  

Khadijih Mitchell (acting SPS president) and Chas Hammond (acting SPS vice president) met with faculty 

periodically to discuss requirements and goals of the 2015 NMSU SPS Summer Camp and how these 

goals could be measured (see section 4, Surveys and Results).  



1.1: Required Forms  

In order for an event to be sanctioned and approved by New Mexico State University, the following 

steps must be completed. 

 NMSU Activity Registration form (available online at: 

http://upc.nmsu.edu/activity_form/activity.php and copies included in the NMSU SPS Summer 

Camp Counselors Handbook) must be turned in to Student Activities in Corbett Center at least 

ten days prior to the event with the Responsibility Statement (see next bullet). 

 Responsibility Statement must be filled in and required signatures secured. The event manager 

(Rosa Christensen) must sign this form, along with the department head (Dr. Stephen Zollner). It 

is important that room requirements are discussed with Loretta Gonzalez (Physics Department 

Secretary) and space availability confirmed.  

 After turning in the NMSU Activity Registration form and Responsibility Statement to Campus 

Activities, retrieve the Signature Sheet. This Signature Sheet is provided by Campus Activites and 

will list any items that should be implemented before/during the event and signatures required. 

AN EVENT IS NOT AUTHORIZED UNTIL YOU HAVE THE FINAL SIGNATURE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES.  

 All students must complete a registration packet and have it turned in to the camp coordinator 

no later than one week before the first day of the Summer Camp. This packet includes the 

following forms: NMSU SPS Summer Camp Registration Form and Liability Release, Waiver, 

Discharge and Covenant Not to Sue. These two forms must be filled out, and signed by a 

student’s parent or guardian in order for a student to attend the summer camp.  

 A sign in sheet should be used to track attendance of students and councilors every day the 

camp is in session. 

1.2 Camp Requirements and Rules 

There are precautions and rules that must be followed in order to ensure that the camp represents New 

Mexico State University and the Department of Physics in an appropriate light. Professionalism must be 

maintained by all camp counselors and a safe environment ensured for all students to learn.  

 There is to be absolutely no inappropriate conversations, touching, or interaction between 

students, and students and councilors. It is imperative to ensure that every student feels they 

are respected and in a position where they can learn. During the first day of the camp, a 

counselor or faculty should explain the zero tolerance policy on sexual harassment. 

 If there are any threats or tension exchanged between students or students and councilors the 

camp the event coordinator should be notified of the situation immediately.  

 Parent contact information and emergency contact information should be kept at the ready in 

the event that an incident occur.  

 Students should notify councilors of any food allergies so that they may have snacks available to 

fit various dietary needs (A1). All snacks and food provided should adhere to these dietary 

needs. 

1.3 Schedule of Events 

http://upc.nmsu.edu/activity_form/activity.php


Table 1.4: NMSU SPS Summer Camp 07/06/2015 – 07/10/2015 

Time Slot Monday 07/06/2015 Tuesday 07/07/2015 Wednesday 07/08/2015 Thursday 07/09/2015 Friday 07/10/2015 

 
10:30am – 
11:15am 

 
Welcome: Icebreakers 
 

Physics Activity: “The 
Stars and Zodiac” – 
Joni Marie Clark 
Cunningham 
 

 
Physics Demonstrations  

Presentation:  “Careers 
in Physics” – Dr. 
Stephen Zollner (2.4) 

Presentation: “Optical 
Properties of Thin Film 
Metal Oxides” – 
Khadijih Mitchell (2.5) 

 
11:15am – 
12:30am 

 
Tour of Campus 
 

Presentation  
“Astrobiology and 
Life in the Universe” 
– Joni Marie Clark 
Cunningham (2.2) 
 

 
Physics Demonstrations  

 
Tour of Dr. Zollner’s 
Research Labs 

 
Trivia Games 

 
12:30pm –  
1:30pm 
 

 
Lunch at Taos 
 

 
Lunch at Taos  
 

 
Lunch at Taos 

 
Lunch at Taos  

 
Lunch at Taos  

 
1:45pm – 
3:45pm 

 
Physics Lab 1: 
Kinematics (Waves on a 
String) – Tegan Fuqua 
 

 
Physics Lab 2: Optics 
(Interference and 
Diffraction) – Chas 
Hammond  
 

 
Physics Lab 3: Sound 
Tube – Khadijih Mitchell  

Physics Lab 4: 
Electricity and 
Magnetism – Joni 
Marie Clark 
Cunningham 

Film: Tesla, Master of 
Lightning 
 
“Happy Birthday 
Tesla!” 

 
3:45pm –  
4:00pm 
 

 
Break 
 

 
Break 

 
Break  

 
Break  

 
Break  

 
4:00pm – 
5:00pm 

Presentation: 
“Awesome Science” – 
Chas Hammond (2.1) 

Presentation:  
“Physics of the 
Future” – Tegan 
Fuqua (2.3) 

Rubens Tube Tour of Skeen Hall – 
Cuurl Laboratories  

Presentation: “You Can 
Learn Anything”  
 
Surveys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.4: The schedule of the 2015 NMSU SPS Summer Camp. Orange shaded cells indicate time when students take 

place in hands on activities, green shaded cells indicate tours of the NMSU campus, red shaded cells indicate physics labs, 

and blue shaded cells indicate presentations. The lead councilor or presenter leading the activity is listed in each cell, if 

no name is listed, all councilors are present during this activity.  



Day 1: 07/26/2015 

The summer camp began with an introduction of the counselors and the students and a brief 

conversation of their interests. Students were asked to provide what grade they were in, their age, if 

they had any physics experience and how they heard about the Summer Camp. A sign in sheet was 

passed around for students and counselors to sign in on, and this information was given to Rosa.  

After the introductions, an icebreaker game was played to help the students get to know each other 

better. During this time, the counselors took note of how the students interacted with each other, if any 

one student seemed left out, effort was 

made to bring them back into the 

conversation. It was important to notice 

how students were working together in 

order to strategically plan the coming week 

of team exercises.  

The icebreaker game shown at left was a 

game similar to charades. One word was 

written on a post it note, and a student had 

to put one on their head without looking at 

the word. The other students then had to 

act out their word. The icebreaker took far 

less time than originally expected, and 

because of this the schedule on the first 

day was skewed. Lunch occurred an hour prior to when it was scheduled. In the future, counselors 

should plan for icebreakers and games moving very quickly.  

The tour of campus for the students included a tour of 

the department which led outward radially around 

campus. The chemistry department, engineering 

complex, astronomy building and science hall were 

stopping points in the tour. Counselors also pointed out 

student resources, like the student health center, 

Garcia Annex, and the book store. The locations of the 

dorms and parking were discussed, but these areas not 

toured at length.  

Taos restaurant, in Corbett Center at NMSU served as 

the lunch location for the entire week of the summer 

camp. This is where the tour of campus ended. Students were encouraged to sit at the same table, and if 

room permitted, counselors were too. In the future, it may be a sound idea to send a single counselor 

before the group to ensure that a table large enough is already secured.  

After returning to the department students were scheduled to begin the Kinematics (Waves on a String) 

with Tegan Fuqua heading the exercise (see section 3.1). Prior to the beginning of the exercise, the 

students were redistributed between the table to allow for a fair age and experience distribution. Tegan 



began the experiment with an introduction to the basic concepts of the exercise, illustration of free 

body diagrams of the apparatus on the board and explanation of relevant equations and constants. 

After the completion of the lab the students were directed back to room 218 where there the physics 

department provided refreshments for the students during the break periods which included juice, 

cookies, and crackers. They were allowed fifteen minutes of break before Chaz Hammond began his 

presentation “Awesome Science” (see section 2.1). After the presentation the students departed for the 

day while counselors remained at the department to discuss the day.  

Day 2: 07/27/2015 

Tuesday began with a physics activity led by Joni Marie Clark Cunningham that utilized sky viewing 

software and gravity simulators. This activity used Stellarium to illustrate precession and the axial tilt of 

Earth. The effect of the Earth’s wobble was illustrated in real time by viewing which constellations the 

ecliptic went through in the year 500 and current times. Finally, this was related to the zodiac, and the 

nature of pseudoscience discussed.  

This led into Joni’s “Astrobiology and Life in the Universe” (see section 2.2) which lasted until the camp 

was scheduled to go to lunch.  

After lunch, the students returned to the department for their second physics lab, Optics: Interference 

and Diffraction, led by Chas Hammond (see section 3.2). The students worked in the same groups that 

they had the previous day. In the future, it may be a good idea to change lab groups every day. Chas led 

an introduction reviewing the key concepts covered in the exercise.  

After the laboratory exercise, the students were allowed fifteen minutes of break during which snacks 

were provided.  

After the break, Tegan Fuqua led her presentation “Physics of the Future” (see section 2.3).  

 

Day 3: 07/28/2015 

Wednesday was demonstration day for the summer camp, the counselors felt it would be a welcome 

break to have a full morning of hands on experimentation. The counselors arrived at the department 

early in order to set up the demos and determine which counselor would introduce each apparatus. The 

demonstrations used are listed below in the order they were shown: 

 Balance beam (Khadijih Mitchell) 

Khadijih presented the balance beam and asked what prediction the students expected when 

weights are placed at different pegs on the balance beam. The student’s predictions were 

correct. 

 Mirrors and match (Chas Hammond) 

Some of the students had seen this demo at prior outreach events, but this allowed them to 

experience a deeper conversation about what caused the match to light with the demo leader 

Chas Hammond. Chas drew diagrams on the board to explain reflection and focal points. 

 Low friction mirror and laser (Tegan Fuqua) 



This demo is much more impressive when the room is completely darkened. We unfortunately 

could not darken the room enough to see the light show that the low friction mirror puts on the 

ceiling. Regardless, the students learned about low friction objects from the demo lead, Tegan.  

 Torque wheel/teething ring (Chas Hammond) 

 

The torque wheel and teething rings were the first demo that the students got to try 

themselves. They seemed to have a great amount of fun trying to get the apparatus to work. 

Chas executed the demo perfectly, and the students enjoyed trying to replicate his results.  

 AC/DC bulb (Joni Marie Clark Cunningham) 

The week that the summer camp landed on happened to have Nikola Tesla’s birthday, and this 

demo was an excellent introduction to the inventor and his contributions to science. The 

difference between alternating current and direct current was discussed, along with their 

respective uses.  

 Chain (Tegan Fuqua) 

The chain demonstration led by Tegan consists of a long chain having been wound in a 

container. When round properly, the string, or chain will fall out of the container at a constant 

speed, even when the vertical position of the container is changed.  



 Lenz Law - Eddy current copper tubes (Khadijih Mitchell) 

 

Khadijih led the demonstration of Lenz Law with copper tubes and magnets. Several of the 

younger students had never seen this effect before, and were very curious of its cause. Khadijih 

asked conceptual questions of the students to help them realize that it was because the nut 

going through the copper tube was magnetized, it slows down on its passage through it.  

 Stroboscope and fan (Chas Hammond) 

Using a stroboscope and a fan, Chas showed how the rotation of the span could be slowed 

down, stopped or even “reversed”. Chaz explained that the stroboscope allows us to study 

rotary motion.  

 Polarizing filters (Khadijih Mitchell) 

Using filters and the light in the room Khadijih explained polarization. Then, by layering and 

rotating the filters, she showed that the amount of light let through can be reduced and blocked 

completely. This demo was passed around the classroom for the students to experiment with. 

 Drum (All counselors) 

 Van de Graaf (Tegan Fuqua) 

Using shaped pieces of metallic strips Tegan illustrated how Van de Graafs create areas of high 

electric potential by generating static electricity with an internal belt and pulley system. Once 

these metallic pieces came in contact with the Van de Graaf they expanded into helix or star 

shapes. Students were allowed to interact with this demo on an individual basis after all other 

demos were completed.  

 Metal sound tubes (Chas Hammond) 

Chas related the metal sound tube demos to the laboratory exercise that they were scheduled 

to do after lunch.  

 Plastic sound tubes (Chas Hammond) 



 Gravity Simulator (Joni Marie Clark Cunningham) 

At this point in the demonstrations, the students were moved downstairs. The gravity simulator 

is quite large and difficult to move. Students were allowed to experiment with gravity and 

orbital motion with marbles, glass balls, and washers.  

 Hover board (All counselors) 

This demonstration took place in the entry way of the physics department, downstairs. We 

made sure that the batteries had ample time to charge before demonstration day, and allowed 

every student that wanted to ride it to do so. 

 

  

Most of the demos were shown in 

the classroom, however the 

gravity simulator and the hover 

board were used in the demo 

room and the hallway 

respectively. Most of the demos 

are intended to be shown to 

students, while the polarizing 

filter and eddy current copper 

tubes can be passed around for 

the students to use themselves.  

 

 

After the morning demonstrations, the students and counselors walked to lunch at Taos restaurant. 

After lunch they returned to the department for their third laboratory exercise, Sound Tube led by 

Khadijih Mitchell (see section 3.3).  



After the Sound Tube lab was completed the students had a fifteen minute break during which snacks 

were provided.  

After the break the counselors led a demonstration with the Rubens Tube. There are two different sizes 

of Rubens tube in the department and both were used. A blow torch was used to heat the metal screen 

inside the tube, after the screen was heated the tube was rotated and a loud sound emanated from it 

due to the hot air resonating within the tube. Students were asked to explain in their own words why 

one tube had a higher pitch than the other. After this presentation, the students departed for the day.  

Day 4: 07/29/2015 

Thursday began with Dr. Stephen Zollner’s presentation about careers in physics (see section 2.4). This 

presentation not only allowed students to get to know the department of physics department head, but 

also provided them information on how to best prepare for their undergraduate experience in the 

physics department.  

After this presentation, Dr. Zollner led the 

students on a tour of his research facilities. The 

students split into two groups in the lab and each 

were presented with the experiments being done 

and allowed to ask questions. This tour served a 

special purpose in that it allowed students to 

interact with researchers at various levels, 

undergraduates and graduate students.  

Students saw what research looks like in real time, 

and the benefits of having an undergraduate 

research position.  

 

 

After the tour of Dr. Zollner’s research labs the students and counselors walked to lunch at Taos 

restaurant, and afterward returned to the department to complete their fourth physics lab. Electricity 

and Magnetism (see section 3.4) led by counselor Joni Marie Clark Cunningham would be the final 

exercise in the Summer Camp.  

Joni began the electricity and magnetism by explaining the structure of the apparatus and how the 

electron beam was “bent by the magnetic field”. The students were instructed to measure the diameter 

of the electron beam at a variety of voltages and magnetic field strengths. The students struggled to 

measure the electron beam effectively, as many of them struggled to view the apparatus head on.  

After the electricity and magnetism lab, students were allowed a fifteen minute break during which 

snacks were provided.  

To end day four, the students toured Cuurl laboratories in Skeen Hall. 

Day 5: 07/30/2015  



Friday began with Khadijih’s presentation on the research she’s completed with Dr. Zollner, “Optical 

Properties of Thin Film Metal Dioxides (see section 2.5). This presentation offered another example of 

research done within the department. Khadijih shared her travel experiences, and what she learned 

from her undergraduate research experience.  

Following Khadijih’s presentation the students and counselors played trivia. The trivia consisted of a 

combination of traditional trivia games and physics questions. Students received candy when they 

answered a question correctly, but keeping score was quickly abandoned after teams started helping 

one another.  

After trivia, the students and counselors walked to Taos restaurant for lunch and then returned to the 

department to watch Tesla: Master of Lightning. This documentary explores the inventor Nikola Tesla 

and his contributions to the world of science. The counselors felt this was a good way to wind the camp 

down.  

Following the documentary, the students were allowed a fifteen minutes break for which lunch was 

provided.  

After lunch the counselors presented a group motivational talk designed to help students feel 

empowered to persue degrees in STEM fields. This presentation included the video “You can learn 

anything” by KhanAcademy. After the presentation, the students and counselors had a question and 

answer session.  

In the last fifteen minutes of the summer camp, an annonynmous survey was distributed to students, 

these results are collected in section 4.  

 

2: Presentations  

2.1 “Awesome Science” – Chas Hammond 

Chas Hammond, the Vice President of SPS presented a showcase of cutting edge research and 

experiments in physics and engineering. The purpose of this talk was to introduce the students 

to the variety of applications physics has without overwhelming them with mathematical 

concepts.  

The presentation began with an often 

overlooked phenomenon, the weight of 

the air pushing down on each and every 

one of us. The idea that we are 

surrounded by a sea of molecules, from 

the air we breathe in to the radiation that 

we receive from the Sun.  

Alpha particles and their role in radiation 

was covered, and these ideas shown 



conceptually with the use of the cloud chamber demo. Chaz then connected the beginning of 

his talk, to this demo, explaining how a simple contraption can be used to illustrate complex 

concepts.  

At the end of the talk students were encouraged to ask questions, and discuss their own 

interests in science and technology.  

2.2 “Astrobiology and Life in the Universe” – Joni Marie Clark Cunningham 

Joni Marie Clark Cunningham, the Associate Zone Counselor presented a summary of her 

research on astrobiology and life in the universe. This talked highlighted recent discoveries by 

the Kepler satellite and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and outlined how physics and astronomy 

are intertwined. The talk was designed for introductory astronomy students, but was extended 

to include concepts within physics that had been or would be touched on that week. 

Students were encouraged to tackle the Drake equation, and motivated to understand the 

power of huge numbers. Then, the results of the Drake equation were discussed. Multiple 

hypothesis were presented, and students asked to provide their opinion on these topics.  

Information was shared about the Society of Astronomy Students and the Society of Physics 

students being outlets in which to share the interests of astronomy and physics. The astronomy 

department was introduced, and the classes offered discussed, all while maintaining the crucial 

nature of the physics foundation that allows us to understand the concepts covered within 

these courses.  

To close the presentation, Joni presented her honors thesis research on tidal forces in binary 

systems. And finally, the formulas used are shown to be built on the fundamental concepts of 

physics that most of the students already understood, empowering them to know that they too 

can complete undergraduate research at the university.  

2.3 “Physics of the Future” – Tegan Fuqua  

Tegan Fuqua, a junior in the Physics department and a new student to New Mexico State 

provided a riveting lecture about where physics will go in the coming years. In 1900, Lord Kelvin 

said, “There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. All that remains is more and more 

precise measurement.” In 1905, Einstein published his theory of special relativity. Kelvin’s 

quote illustrates the difficulty in imagining and predicting what physics will be and look like in 

the future. Arthur C. Clarke best described this problem when he said, “Any sufficiently 

advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” In short, the best way to predict what 

physics will have produced in, say, 2100 is to imagine technology that would seem magical to 

us. This talk covered the future of computers, energy, and space travel—three things Tegan 

finds especially magical. 

Tegan explained that we can already see the future of computers with the Google Glass, a fully 

functional computer you wear on your face. We can also see this with driverless cars. These 

cars can navigate increasingly complex courses, like an urban area, while obeying all traffic laws 



and avoiding other driverless cars attempting to complete the course. Further into the future, 

we may see such things as universal translators, similar to those in Star Trek. Scientists are 

already starting to develop prototypes, but it will take many years for the required software 

technology to catch up. Universal translators could be contact lenses that provide subtitles or a 

computer that sends audio translations directly to your ears. In the future, we could also see 

tricorders (also from Star Trek) or portable brain scans. An early example is the MRI-MOUSE. It 

contains a small horseshoe magnet and uses echoes from radio pulses to “see” inside objects, 

like a conventional MRI machine. The MRI-MOUSE’s portability allows for scans to be 

performed in privacy at home or at the scene of an emergency. This discussion allowed 

students with a preexisting interest in science fiction to see that fiction have the potential of 

becoming reality.  

To highlight the engineering aspect of the changing energy market, Tegan discussed the future 

of vehicle design. Companies like Chevrolet, Nissan, BMW, Volkswagen, and Toyota are 

developing hybrid and electric cars that are more efficient and have larger driving ranges. Tesla 

is leading the way with electric cars that have ranges from 200-265 miles. These companies are 

working to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and to develop and popularize alternate 

forms of safe, renewable energy. 

Space travel and alien life are a constant in science fiction, and with her presentation Tegan 

brought this, and previous presentations of the camp together. Scientists are starting to turn 

fiction into reality with plans to start looking for life in our solar system, beginning with Europa, 

one of Jupiter’s four largest moons. Europa has a liquid water ocean underneath an ice surface. 

Jupiter’s tidal forces create friction in Europa’s core which, in turn, creates heat. This suggests 

that there could be conditions in Europa’s ocean similar to those at deep sea volcano vents on 

Earth. A flyby mission to Europa is being developed for launch in the 2020s. A lack of funding 

has prevented manned space missions from being fully realized since the first moon missions. 

There have been several proposed plans for returning to the moon, like the Constellation 

Program, but they were cancelled. In the future, there could be enough money to fund a 

manned Mars mission. Realistically, such a mission would take 6 months to reach Mars, 18 

months on the planet, and another 6 months to return. 

Tegan explained how Scientists are already designing these ships, which may very well become 

a possibility within our lifetimes. Such designs include ramjet, antimatter, and nano. A ramjet 

starship scoops interstellar hydrogen and fuses it into helium, releases an enormous amount of 

energy. It could theoretically approach 77% of light speed in a year and, because of an 

inexhaustible supply of interstellar hydrogen, run forever. A ramjet ship would require a huge 

amount of hydrogen, meaning that it would have to be approximately 160 kilometers wide and 

therefore built in orbit. An antimatter ship would take advantage of antimatter’s 100% 

efficiency and ability to release a billion times more energy than rocket fuel. The engine would 

consist of a steady stream of antimatter that is combined with regular matter. The subsequent 

explosion would be directed out of the rear of the ship to create thrust. The problem with this 



design is the difficulty in creating antimatter. Presently, the only way to make it is with a 

particle accelerator, which is extremely expensive. For example, in 2004, CERN made several 

trillionths of a gram of antimatter for $20 million. Nanoships are the opposite of the traditional 

idea of starships. Instead of one big ship, millions of tiny ships are sent out to ensure that a few 

survive. Nanoships could be self-replicating and, for example, be sent to the moon to build 

base, make copies of themselves, and use the moon as a starting point for further exploration. 

This discussion showed students that exploration is nowhere near complete, and that students 

can take an active part in helping humans explore the cosmos through math and science.  

*All information came from Physics of the Future by Michio Kaku. 

2.4 “Careers in Physics” – Dr. Stephen Zollner 

Dr. Zollner, the dean of the Physics Department presented a talk on the variety of careers 

available to physicists. He gave his own background and explained how he began his career and 

how he became to be a department head. Dr. Zollner went through the classes a High School 

student would need to complete in order to graduate with a bachelor’s of Physics in four years.  

A questioner was distributed to students to help them understand what they needed to 

accomplish in order to achieve a BS in Physics. This questioner was not collected by the 

counselors, but served as a tool for guidance for the students in their upcoming years in high 

school or their upcoming freshman year at the university.  

During the presentation, Dr. Zollner asked the counselors to comment on their experiences in 

the department. Resources were discussed, and networking opportunities covered, including 

the Society of Physics Students and the Society of Engineering Physicists. Dr. Zollner ended the 

talk with reflections on where his classmates ended up in their respective careers, and how 

these careers are possible for students with enough hard work and dedication.  

“An Undergraduate Experience – Learning How to Do Research” – Jaime Loya 

Jaime Loya, an undergraduate researcher with Dr. Stephen Zollner gave a presentation about 

his experiences. Jaime touched on how one would go about getting a research position, his 

experience before having the position and what he has learned from working in the lab with 

faculty and graduate students.  

Jaime commented on having international professors travel to NMSU to complete research, 

and how this provided him with opportunities to broaden his scientific experience.  

A question and answer session was opened at the end of the presentation.  

 

2.5 “Optical Properties of Thin Film Metal Oxides” – Khadijih Mitchell 



Khadijih Mitchell presented her research on the optical properties of thin film metal oxides. She 

explained how the thin film is applied, and what effects it has on the properties of the metal 

oxides. Khadijih’s research allowed students to see other aspects of research completed by the 

NMSU physics department. She also explained how to approach faculty about finding positions 

available to students within the University.  

 “You Can Learn Anything” – Joni Marie Clark Cunningham, Chas Hammond, Tegan Fuqua, and 

Khadijih Mitchell 

This presentation ended the 2015 NMSU SPS Summer Camp and was intended to encourage 

students after a weeks’ worth of learning. The general message conveyed is that everyone, 

even the genius’ of the world had to learn to read and count like everyone else, and a person’s 

potential is only limited by the amount of dedication and hard work they are willing to put in.  

This talk encouraged students to explore their interests at University, and find where they fit in, 

and ended with an invitation to meet with the counselors or the department head to work on a 

plan for their University.  

An open question and answer session took place between the counselors and the students. 

Students were asked if the Summer Camp changed their minds on what they had wanted to 

study, or if it had increased their interest in Science Technology Engineering or Mathematics.  

To conclude the Summer Camp, surveys were distributed and counselor emails were written on 

the board to encourage future correspondence and networking.  

3: Laboratory Exercises  

All laboratory exercises completed in this camp were provided by the University, and are the 

same exercises that freshmen and sophomore physics majors would complete. Some of these 

labs have been edited for time and clarity, in order to not have the younger students with less 

math experience to feel left behind. This process allowed for the older students to teach the 

younger ones, and led to a positive learning and teaching environment amongst the students 

themselves.  

During each lab exercise the students were put into two groups and their capacities attempted 

to be evenly distributed. This meant having the older students split up in order for the groups 

to be evenly equipped.  

For each exercise there was a counselor who was deemed the head of the lab, and the 

remaining councilors were floaters who helped students as needed.  

The labs used in this exercise are provided here: 

3.1 Kinematics (Wave on a String) 

Head: Tegan Fuqua 



Key Concepts: Harmonics, fundamental modes, frequency 

Comments: 

“I feel that the Waves on a String lab went well. The students were able to understand and 

discuss the concepts and equations presented in the lab manual. They finished sooner than we 

expected, which I think indicates they enjoyed and understood the work. I would recommend 

including the formula for tension, and drawing free body diagrams to show tension.” –Tegan 

Fuqua 

 

 

3.2 Optics (Diffraction and Interference) 

Head: Chas 

Hammond 

Key Concepts: 

Diffraction, 

Interference, The 

wave-particle 

duality of light 

Comments: 

“I thought that the 

optics lab had the 

most math out of 

all the excercises 

we’d done, and 

that some of the students struggled with this. The mathematical concepts covered are not the 

most intuitive, and more background on the equations would help the students grapple these 

concepts more effectively.” – Chaz Hammond 

 

3.3 Sound Tube 

Head: Khadijih Mitchell  

Key Concepts: Standing waves, harmonics 

3.4 Electricity and Magnetism (Measuring e/m ratio) 

Head: Joni Marie Clark Cunningham 



Key Concepts: Electro-Magnetic interaction, the wave nature of light, Charge 

Comments:  

“I felt the apparatus used (with the electron beam in the magnetic field) really helped students 

get excited about this lab. The lab itself is visually pleasing, and that made the hard part of 

getting students curious quite easy. The students seemed to have some trouble understanding 

why the e/m ratio is constant before this lab, after they seemed to have a solid understanding 

of it. I’d definitely recommend using this lab again, and perhaps even using a similar apparatus 

for outreach events.” – Joni Marie Clark Cunningham 

4: Results 

On the last day of the Summer Camp, the students were asked to fill out an anonymous survey about 

their experience that week, and asked to comment on aspects of the camp and ways to improve the 

camp in the future. Here, the answers of this survey are tabulated, recorded and analyzed.  

4.1: Results  

Were you happy with the overall structure of the summer camp? 

All of the students rated their happiness with the overall structure of the summer camp as definitely.  

Do you feel you gained practical knowledge from this camp? 

Half of the students had said they had definitely gained practical knowledge from this camp, and half of 

the students reported they probably had.  

Figure 4.1 

 

Did you gain a great amount of theoretical knowledge from this camp? 

Sixty percent of the students reported that they had definitely gained a great amount of theoretical 

knowledge from this camp, while forty percent reported they probably had.  

Increased Practical Knowledge

Probably (50%) Definitely (50%) 

Figure 4.1: Half of the students said that they had definitely gained practical knowledge from this camp 

(dark green) while the remaining half reported that they probably had (light green).   



Figure 4.2 

 

Do you feel your level of understanding of physics has increased? 

30% of students reported that they had definitely increased their level in understanding in physics, 60% 

reported they probably had, and 10% reported that they definitely did not increase their level of 

understanding in physics. These percentages are modeled below (Figure 4.4) 

Figure 4.3 

 

 

Increased Level of Physics Understanding

Increased Theorectical Knowledge

Figure 4.2: Six of the students said that they had definitely gained theoretical knowledge from this 

camp (dark green) while the remaining four reported that they probably had (light green).   

Figure 4.3: Seven of the students said that they had definitely gained theoretical knowledge from this 

camp (dark green) while two reported that they probably had (light green) and one reported that they 

probably had not.  



Was the camp’s planning and schedule adequate? 

30% of the students reported that the schedule of the summer camp was definitely adequate, and 70% 

of the students reported that it was probably adequate. These percentages are modeled below (Figure 

4.5) 

Figure 4.4 

Were the instructors effective in teaching in the camp? 

90% of the students reported that the instructors were definitely effective in teaching, and 10% 

reported they were probably enthusiastic (Figure 4.5). 

Figure 4.5 

Were the instructors enthusiastic about the camp? 

100% of the students reported that the instructors were definitely enthusiastic about the camp. 

Adequate Scheduling

Instructor Effectiveness

Figure 4.4: Seven of the students said that the schedule was probably adequate (light green), while 

the remaining 3 reported that it was definitely adequate (dark green).   

Figure 4.5: Nine of the students said that the instructors were effective in teaching (dark green) while 

one reported that the instructors probably were (light green). 



Was there a good balance between activities? (demos, labs, games, work etc.)? 

70% of the students reported that there was definitely a good balance between activities, two said there 

probably was, and one said there was definitely not enough balance, and noted there should be more 

games (Figure 4.6).  

Figure 4.6 

 

 

 

Did the summer camp encourage you to work as a productive team member? 

50% of the students reported that that the summer camp definitely encouraged them to work as a 

productive team member, 40% reported that it probably had, and 10% reported that it probably had not 

(Figure 4.7). 

 

Figure 4.7 

Good Balance of Activites

Sucessful Team Participation

Definitely (50%) 

Figure 4.6: Seven of the students said that they had definitely gained theoretical knowledge from this 

camp (dark green) while two reported that they probably had (light green) and one reported that they 

probably had not.  

Table 4.7: Five of the students reported definitely being encouraged by the summer camp to work as 

a team (dark green) while four reported that they had probably been encouraged (light green) and one 

reported that they probably had not.  



 

What do you consider to be the best aspect of the summer camp? 

“The best aspect of the summer camp was the labs, I enjoyed every single one, and the math they had in 

them.” 

“Experiment and fun stuff” 

“Being reinspired and focusing on my future goal” 

“I very much enjoyed the level of passion that came from the instructors, showing that they wanted ys 

to learn and understand.” 

“Demos were really cool and gives us an inside of how fun physics can be.” 

“The best aspect of the camp in my opinion is just getting a chance to get a feel of how great the physics 

department is.” 

“I enjoyed the demo day the best, not to mention the free lunches!” 

“The demos.” 

“Games and demos.” 

“Being able to talk theoretically with someone.” 

What do you consider to be the worst aspect of the summer camp? 

“There wasn’t really anything I considered bad. I liked everything.” 

“The first day because of the tour.” 

“Being thrown into the whole thing after a month off from school (it’s kind of a good thing though – 

school starts soon.” 

“I didn’t find very much wrong with the camp.” 

”The timing was a bit off the first day, but was fixed the next day.” 

“Nothing.” 

“Better scheduling and more advertising” 

“Everything was up to par according to my standards.” 

“The work (Math).” 

“The work, make it easier for people or show different techniques for people who learn a certain way.” 

“The timing on the schedule was off.” 

How do you think the summer camp can be improved? 

“It can be improved by having more fun labs like the ones we did.” 



“Nothing, I really liked it, I mean love it.” 

“I think the first day could be more off into physics and really explaining the ideas of the labs. Going over 

the various sub fields of physics, that would really help too. ” 

“Change up the order of things that happen so it won’t feel repetitive.” 

“It can be shorter in hours, but longer in the camp (days).” 

“Nothing really, better snacks, haha.” 

“Better scheduling and better advertising!” 

“Less math.” 

“The work, make it easier for people or show different techniques for people who learn a certain way.” 

“Nail down a schedule.” 

Additonal Comments? 

“Thank you! For letting us be part of the physics summer camp!” 

“I really liked the camp and I wish you guys good luck.” 

“My question on the first day, if I liked science, I need to adjust my answer. I was always interesting in 

the world and how things work, I just didn’t realize it because I always saw it from an art perspective. I 

can’t wait to learn more about science, physics, the world and myself.” 

“You guys did great for first timers! Wish you the best in your careers!” 

“I hope it continues into next year!” 

“Everyone was cool and fun! ” 

“You guys were really fun and thoughtful. I hope to work with people like you in the future.” 

 

Improvement 

The most common comment for improvement on the summer camp survey was improving the 

scheduling. The first day of the summer camp went by must faster than anticipated, to prevent this in 

the future, icebreaker games should be projected to take less time. Another schedule related comment 

was switching up the schedule so that it is not so repetitive. This was a strategy that the counselors had 

attempted to take, but seems to have failed. Perhaps labs should alternate between morning and 

afternoons.  

The younger students reported feeling lost in the math used during the camp and suggested concepts 

be presented in different ways that they may find more accessible. Ultimately, a goal would be to have 

two separate groups of students, so that activities could be scaled more appropriately. The students 

who hadn’t yet taken algebra seemed to become frustrated with the math in the exercises.  

 



Legacy 

It is the hope of all of the counselors, Joni Marie Clark Cunningham, Tegan Fuqua, Chas Hammond, and 

Khadijih Mitchell hope that the NMSU SPS summer camp continues into future years. In order to 

accomplish this dream, it is important that our experience as the first physics summer camp at the 

university is documented and shared future student leaders.  

Eventually, it would be great to have several groups for a variety of age groups. High school students, 

middle school students and perhaps elementary school students. Designing and executing outreach for 

various age groups can be challenging, but the younger people in our community are exposed to STEM, 

the more likely they are to pursue these careers. 

 

 

  



  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


